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Clip on Toys 
Clip these cute baby toys to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27024  Freddy the Firefly

This friendly bug has a soft velour body with lots of 
bright colours, patterns and textures to stimulate 
all the senses. His layered wings include a peek-a-
boo mirror for interactive play and multiple 
textures, shapes and crinkles that encourage baby 
to explore. Filled with features; Freddie has a 
squeaker, clinking rings, tethered ladybug teether 
and knotted antennae perfect for chewing. He has 
bright colours on his tummy and high-contrast 
black and white patterns on his back. 

L27013  Jacques the Peacock L27023  Pupsqueak

Watch baby’s delight as Jacque the Peacock 
spreads his feature-filled feathers. This colourful 
peacock helps baby through first vital stages of 
sensory development. Jacque’s four brightly 
coloured feathers stimulate baby’s vision, each 
with a different design. Baby will want to touch, 
grip and grab the multi-texture soft-touch velour 
body and crinkle feathers. When shaken, Jacque 
will surprise baby with a rattle sound

Pet his nose to hear him 'bark'! Electronic sound 
mechanism plays up to 1,800 times. Baby will also 
delight in discovering other fun squeaks, crinkles, 
and rattles. Added link makes him easy to take 
along anywhere

Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months



Clip on Toys 
Clip these cute baby toys to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27026  My Friend Emily

Emily is perfect for baby's first doll! She comes 
complete with a rattle necklace, clinky rings and 
interesting textures and sounds. Emily helps baby 
through the vital first stages or development.  
Vision: bright contrasting colours and patterns 
stimulate baby. Sound: rattles, squeaks and 
crinkles helps hearing and listening senses. Touch: 
different textures to grip and grab to help improve 
motor skills..  Includes a multi-purpose clip, 
designed to clip on to strollers or diaper bags so he 
can travel everywhere with you. 

L27563  Purring Percival 

The purr-fect companion! Listen to Percival purr as 
you turn him from side to side. He’s made of soft-
touch snuggle-friendly velour, has ribbon tags to 
play with and holds a bead ring to chew on. With 
crinkly feet and high contrast patterns to help 
develop feel and encourage exploration while baby 
plays. The Lamaze clip lets you hook Percival to 
strollers, carriers and diaper bags to take him along 
for on-the-go fun. 

Age: birth - 24 monthsAge: birth - 24 months

L27519  Flapping Fiona 

Fiona will charm baby with her colourful, flapping 
wings and pull-me legs. Pull the clip to make her 
vibrant wings flap up and down, encouraging cause 
and effect play. Baby can tug on Fiona's legs to 
make the other side get shorter, which helps 
develop motor skills. A squeaker in her head and 
surprise crinkle sounds encourage exploration. The 
Lamaze clip lets you hook Fiona to strollers, 
carriers and diaper bags to take her along for on-
the-go fun.

Age: birth - 24 months



Baby will love to watch Flip Flap Dragon flapping 
his wings! Pull the white clip to make his vibrant, 
satin purple wings flip and flap back and forth. 
Baby can also explore his crinkly feet and squeaky 
nose. Featuring soft fabrics in a variety of 
contrasting colours with six different materials 
your baby can explore and develop their senses. 
The Lamaze clip lets you hook Flip Flap to strollers, 
carriers and diaper bags to take him along for on-
the-go fun.

Age: birth - 24 months

L27565  Flip Flap Dragon

Clip on Toys 
Clip these cute baby toys to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27128  Tug & Play Knot

Baby can explore lots of bright colours, fun sounds and 
different textures to stimulate all the senses. The vibrant 
knot includes a baby-safe mirror that helps teach self 
recognition and offers fun peek-a-boo play. Discover 
surprise crinkles, jingle sounds, and a squeaker to help 
stimulate baby's auditory development. The star-shaped 
teether and clacking rings are great for chewing. Includes 
a multi-purpose clip, designed to clip on to strollers or 
diaper bags so it can travel everywhere with you.

Age: birth - 24 months



Clip on Toys 
Clip these cute baby toys to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27185  Flying Flynn Clip & Go L27573  Spider in socks 

Capture baby's attention with Flying Flynn's 
flapping wings! Pull the white clip to make his 
vibrant, patterned wings flip and flap back and 
forth. Baby can also explore his crinkly feet and 
squeaky nose. Featuring soft fabrics in a variety of 
contrasting colours with six different materials 
your baby can explore to develop their senses. The 
Lamaze clip lets you hook Flynn to strollers, 
carriers and diaper bags to take him along for on-
the-go fun.

Spider in Socks is a cute and cuddly little spider 
that you won’t mind hanging around. Pull down on 
him to watch as he climbs back up his rainbow 
web and vibrates with delight! Featuring eight 
colourful, dangling feet that dance about as he 
jingles with a gentle shake. Bright, bold colours and 
fabrics along with a yellow ring provide tactile 
exploration for baby to discover and play. 

Ahoy matey! Meet baby’s first shipmate, Lamaze’s 
Captain Calamari. This octopus pirate has eight 
knotted activity legs that are great for exploration. 
Captain has a hidden mirror that helps teach self-
recognition and offers fun peek-a-boo play. Baby 
can discover his crinkle hat, fun rattle and clacking 
rings, perfect for helping develop fine motor skills. 
Captain Calamari includes a multi-purpose clip, 
designed to clip on to strollers or diaper bags so he 
can travel everywhere with you.

L27068  Captain Calamari

Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months



Clip on Toys 
Clip these cute fruity baby toys clip to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27384  Olive Orange L27383  Archer Apple

Olive is ready to be peeled! Explore and find the 
sections that baby can grab and pull for hidden 
surprises. Play peek a boo with the mirror, find the 
little friend under the peel and more. This is 
orange is ready to come home and play!
• Grab and pull peels
• Hidden mirror
• Crinkly and rattle sounds
• Easy to attach on the go clip

SpideArcher the Apple is one big red treat. Explore 
all the textures for tactile development. Pull the 
tethered wedge to find a little friend and to learn 
about what you might see inside an apple. Pulling 
and putting the apple wedge helps baby develop 
fine motor skills. Grab the clinking rings and shake 
for surprise sounds. 
• Pull the wedge and find my hidden friend
• Multiple textures to explore
• Shake me to hear my sounds
• Easy to attach on the go clip

B is for Banana and this is one sweet treat! Babies 
learns about healthy snacks while grabbing and 
peeling this soft friend. Bea is full of textures to 
explore. Touch and feel how soft she is! Baby will 
learn about things appearing and disappearing 
each time you pull her peel. Encourages fine motor 
skills, tactile development, problem solving and 
more.
• Grab and peel for a hidden surprise
• Satin ribbons and chewy banana leaf
• Shake me to hear my sounds
• Easy to attach on the go clip

L27382 Bea Banana

Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months



Create new moments of wonder as you bond with your baby while 

playing with the Lamaze Sierra the Swan. This developmental toy 

features engaging textures to make grabbing and squeezing more 

fun, and crinkling and rattling sounds designed to stimulate auditory 

development. Sierra features a fun flower with interesting textures for 

chewing. The high contrast patterns and bright colours also provide 

your baby with visual stimulation during play time. The Lamaze on-

the-go clip lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and 
diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27195  Sierra the Swan™ – On-the-Go Baby Toy

Create new moments of wonder as you bond with your baby while 

playing with the Lamaze Sprinkles the Jellyfish. This developmental 

toy features engaging textures and crinkling sounds to make 

grabbing and squeezing more fun. With multiple tentacles to grab, 

Sprinkles encourages hands-on play and helps develop tactile skills. 

The high contrast patterns and bright colours also provide your baby 

with visual stimulation during play time. The Lamaze on-the-go clip 

lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags 
for fun where ever you go.

Y27194  Sprinkles the Jellyfish™ – On-the-Go Baby Toy

On-the-go Clip on Toys 
Mini Toys with clip lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.



Mini Clip & Go  on Toys 
Mini Toys with clip lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27528  Mini Clip & Go Zebra

The Lamaze Zebra is a developmental toy that features 
plenty of fun for your little o ne to explore. Give Zero a 
shake to show baby how he jingles when you move him. 
Surprise crinkles and interesting textures make grabbing 
and squeezing him more fun! Zero also features 
contrasting patterns and multiple bright colours that 
provide visual stimulation during play time.

Age: birth - 24 months



Squeeze Eloy's leg to show baby how he makes a fun 
squeaking sound. Surprise crinkles and interesting textures 
make grabbing and squeezing him more fun! Eloy also 
features contrasting patterns and multiple bright colours 
that provide visual stimulation during play time. With the 
Lamaze on-the-go clip, you can easily hook this cute baby 
toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever 
you go.

L37526  Mini Clip & Go Elephant 

On-the-go Clip on Toys 

L27527  Mini Clip & Go Bear

Bear features engaging textures and crinkling sounds to 
make grabbing and squeezing him more fun. With a fun 
squeaker and rattle, this cute bear encourages hands-on 
play and helps develop both auditory and tactile skills. 
Babies explore using both their hands and mouths, and 
this toy bear’s hanging apple is great for chewing! Bear’s 
high contrast patterns and bright colours also provide 
your baby with visual stimulation during play time. 

Mini Toys with clip lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27591  Mini Clip & Go Chameleon

Invite a clever chameleon to play time with Lamaze’s 
Chroma Chameleon™ developmental toy. Engaging 
textures and crinkling sounds make grabbing and 
squeezing this toy more fun for baby. This hands-on toy is 
perfect for helping baby develop tactile skills. Contrasting 
patterns and bright colours provide baby with visual 
stimulation during play time.

Dimensions: 270mm H x 140 W x 50 D 
Weight: 60g 

Dimensions: 260mm H x 140 W x 50 D 
Weight: 50g 

Dimensions: 250mm H x 140 W x 50 D 
Weight: 60g 

Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months



On-the-go Clip on Toys 
Mini Toys with clip lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27529  Mini Clip & Go Koala

Invite a cute koala to play time with Lamaze’s Walla Walla 
Koala™ developmental toy. Squeeze Walla Walla to show 
baby how he makes a fun squeak. Engaging textures and 
crinkling sounds make grabbing and exploring this toy 
more fun for baby. This hands-on toy is perfect for helping 
baby develop tactile skills. Contrasting patterns and bright 
colours provide baby with visual stimulation during play 
time.

The Elephant is a developmental toy that features plenty of 
fun for your little one to explore. Squeeze Eloy's leg to 
show baby how he makes a fun squeaking sound. Surprise 
crinkles and interesting textures make grabbing and 
squeezing him more fun. With the Lamaze on-the-go clip, 
you can easily hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers 
and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L37526  Mini Clip & Go Elephant 

Age: birth - 24 months Age: birth - 24 months

Dimensions: 260mm H x 140 W x 50 D
Weight: 40g

Dimensions: 270mm H x 140 W x 50 D 
Weight: 60g 



Crinkle Toys 

Lamaze Crinkles are easy-to-hold flat friends that 
give baby plenty to explore both at home and on 
the go! Bright colours and contrasting patterns 
provide your baby with visual stimulation while the 
different textures and interesting sounds help 
encourage tactile skills and fine motor skill 
development. Grab Jack the Crab and go! His flat 
design is easy to take along anywhere you go.

L27534  Crinkles™ - Jack the Crab

Lamaze Crinkles are easy-to-hold flat friends that 
give baby plenty to explore both at home and on 
the go! Bright colours and contrasting patterns 
provide your baby with visual stimulation while the 
different textures and interesting sounds help 
encourage tactile skills and fine motor skill 
development. Grab Monty the Manta Ray and go! 
His flat design is easy to take along anywhere you 
go.

L27535  Crinkles™ - Monty the Manta Ray L27581  Crinkles™ - Seymore the 
seahorse
Lamaze Crinkles are easy-to-hold flat friends that 
give baby plenty to explore both at home and on 
the go! Bright colours and contrasting patterns 
provide your baby with visual stimulation while the 
different textures and interesting sounds help 
encourage tactile skills and fine motor skill 
development. Grab Seymore and go! His flat 
design is easy to take along anywhere you go.



Little Clip on Toys 
Mini Toys with clip lets you hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun where ever you go.

L27707 Little Assortments ( in strip of 6)

Meet the Lamaze Littles™! 
These pint size versions of our popular Clip & Go toys pack plenty of fun into a small package. 
With surprise crinkles, fun sounds, and interesting textures; you’'ll enjoy bonding with your baby as they explore these 
on-the-go toys. 
Bright colours and contrasting patterns provide visual stimulation during play time. 
Designed to be the perfect size for baby's hands with different textures to discover, the Littles also promote fine motor 
skills and tactile development. 
With the Lamaze on-the-go clip, you can easily hook this cute baby toy to strollers, carriers and diaper bags for fun 
where ever you go. 

Dimensions: 160mm H x 70 W x 30 D
Weight: 20g

Age: birth - 24 months



Age: 3 months +

Rattle Toys 

The Lamaze Garden bug Foot Finder & Wrist Rattle Set puts tons of fun within your baby’s 
reach! This set of two soft wrist rattles and two foot finders encourages discovery and 
awareness of baby’s own extremities. Cute colourful bugs wrap and rattle gently around 
baby's wrists, fastening easily and safely with Velcro tabs. Brightly coloured ankle socks slip 
on easily so baby and bugs can enjoy each other's company. Enchanting rattles, contrasting 
patterns and bright colours stimulate vision, interaction and discovery. Baby-soft materials 
are safe for baby to chew. Lamaze inspires daily discoveries through toys created with 
delightful surprises that encourage baby to learn while playing. Packaged in a deluxe gift 
box.

L27634  Garden Bug Rattle Set

Lamaze rattle toys  encourage sound awareness and visual stimulation



Age: 3 months +

Y2475   Sammy the Starfish Blankie

Lamaze Sammy The Starfish Teether Blankie is sure to be Baby's best friend for relieving 
teething pains! 
Featuring 5 arms, each with a safe and fun 'hand' to chew and explore! 
This happy starfish is here to soothe and engage baby's senses. 
Crafted from the highest quality materials, Sammy is sure to relieve and delight!

Product Features:

5 arms, all with different high-quality materials to stimulate babies senses!
Chewy silicone corner to relieve sore gums
Crinkle sounds that babies love
Link slit, so Sammy can be attached to pram or car seat with a clip

Teether Toys 



Teether Toys 

L23101  Grab Apple – Assorted L23025  Fruity Teether

A lightweight teeth able apple with unique tubular design 
makes this rattle easy for baby to grasp. Soft tubes offer 
teething relief with additional auditory and tactile 
discovery. Grab Apple has a jingle ball for auditory 
development and crinkle leaves for tactile stimulation.

Teethers soothe baby with the fruity-shaped charms 
offering multiple textures. Lightweight and easy to grasp 
for little hands. Available in pink or blue.

Dimensions: 170mm H x 110 W x 110 D
Weight: 100g

Dimensions: 260mm H x 140 W x 50 D
Weight: 60g

Age: 3 months + Age: 3 months +



Development Toys 

L23098  Shaking Shells assortment L27870 Pile and Play Stacking Cups

Age: 3 months + Age: 3 months +

The Shakin’ Shells rattle from Lamaze is the perfect 
size and shape for little hands to grip, with its 
lightweight design making it easy for very young 
children to hold and play with. The brightly 
coloured, cheerful snail and tortoise characters 
keep baby entertained and visually stimulated 
whilst various beads inside create a variety of 
sounds and sensations. Choose any one of our 
various assortments

Classic toys such as nesting cups are always a 
popular option for parents. 
The Lamaze Pile & Play Gift Set includes 8 stacking 
cups that offer a simple, yet fun way to play. 
Little ones can enjoy stacking them up, fitting them 
together, or hiding things underneath them. 
Numbers on the bottom of each cup help with an 
early introduction to counting and numbers, 
meaning you can 'count' on having hours of fun!



Send your baby on an under-the-sea adventure of 
colours and patterns with the Lamaze My First Fish 
Bowl. A creative version of the put-in, take-out concept, 
this fun fish bowl includes four sea creatures that each 
make a different sound - crinkle, rattle, jingle, or squeak! 
These easy-to-grasp creatures help develop hand-eye 
coordination and are full of textures for baby to explore.

L27204  My First Fishbowl L27126  Classic Discovery Book

A great choice for baby’s first book, the Lamaze Fun with 
Colours Soft Book helps you to share colours with your 
baby during story times. The interactive soft pages provide 
visual stimulation with a discovery mirror and bright 
colours for baby to explore. Squeaker, rattle and crinkle 
sounds engage baby as they discover something new on 
each page. Lifting crinkly flaps reveals hidden surprises.

Discovery Toys 

L27233  Rainbow Stacking Rings

Pile on the fun with the Lamaze Rainbow Stacking Rings 
Developmental Toy. With interesting textures, patterns 
and sounds, these colourful stacking rings are perfect for 
helping baby develop dexterity and hand-eye 
coordination. Multi-textured rings invite baby to explore, 
stimulating tactile senses. Best of all, the easy-to-grasp 
rings make stacking easy and fun. Lamaze Rainbow 
Stacking Rings includes four multi-textured crinkly rings 
that stack on the pegged base.

Lamaze inspires daily discoveries through toys created with delightful surprises that encourage baby to learn while playing.

Age: 6 months + Age: 6 months +
Age: 6 months +



Age: 6 months +

Discovery Toys 
Fun with Colourful toys helps baby discovery new interesting activities 

L27426  Rolling Rosa

Get the fun rolling with Rolling Rosa. This colourful fish features a fun 
way to exercise baby's growing muscles by encouraging baby to reach, 
push and crawl. Rosa features an innovative self-righting design that 
allows baby to track Rosa's face as she spins, always landing with her 
smile facing up. Roll Rosa on the ground to watch her spin and land 
upright. Spin or shake Rosa to hear soft chime sounds designed to 
engage baby's attention and stimulate auditory development.



Discovery Toys 
Fun with Colourful toys helps baby discovery new interesting activities 

L27206  Octivity Time L27243  Freddy Firefly - Highchair

Eight times the fun for your baby with Octivity Time. A 
gorgeous soft and brightly coloured friend to encourage 
little eyes to focus, your little one will love to explore all of 
the different patterns and textures, perfect for stimulating 
touch. Octivity Time has a gentle starfish teether for baby. 
Play peekaboo with the discovery mirror on one of his 
tentacles, helping self-awareness. Lots of fun to be had as 
baby spins the smiling starfish, promoting cause and effect 
play.

Every inch of this topsy-turvy, suction-cup-attached bug 
toy is brimming with something new for the senses to 
discover. Turn the highchair into a sensory playground that 
never gets old! Each colourful segment spins around a 
flexible, bendy stem. Baby will be entertained by Freddie’s 
spinning ball, textured wings, crinkle sounds and chunky 
beads that slide around colourful teether wings. The 
bright colours, contrast patterns, clicks and rattle will 
stimulate auditory and visual development.

Age: 9 months +Age: 9 months +


